
	
	

 
 

EatLove is a trusted source for personalized, well-balanced meal plans built for 
families with time, nutrition, and cost savings in mind. 

 
Launch offers nourishing recipes from top food writers, chefs and talented home cooks 
and combines them to tailor to family's food preferences and dietary goals easily and 

with more choice and control than ever before. 
 

SAN FRANCISCO, April 6, 2016 – Today, EatLove announces the launch of a new 
subscription meal planning service that helps families prepare nourishing home-cooked 
meals together. EatLove combines delicious recipes from expert chefs, top cookbook 
authors, and subscribers’ personal recipes with a powerful meal-planning engine that 
accommodates a massive variety of food avoidances and preferences. 
 
EatLove uses patent-pending technology to carefully select recipes and create tailored 
meal plans that meet a family’s health needs while optimizing for time, budget and 
nutritional balance. EatLove is dedicated to helping parents nourish their families in a 
way that works for them.  
 
Key Features of EatLove include:  
 
● Dietitian approved meal plans in minutes: We create and scale customizable 

meal plans using the combination of our registered dietitians, hospital-quality engine, 
and proprietary algorithms. Whether it is generated by the algorithm or handcrafted 
by our registered dietitians, each plan is approved to ensure well-balanced, nutritious 
meals for all diets and preferences.  

● Caters to simple and complex dietary goals: EatLove can plan meals without 
dietary restraints to the most complex lifestyles and food avoidances. Dietary 
considerations ranging from low salt to low carb and vegetarian to gluten free, are all 
possible and each can be specified with foods to avoid, including potential allergens 
such as tree-nuts or wheat, food groups or to taste or ethical preferences around 
meat or dairy products. In fact, over 403 octillion combinations of dietary 
requirements can be managed by the platform to produce the perfect meal plan.   

● Ultimate flexible meal planning: Breakfast for only Wednesday, or lunch and 
dinner for 3 days, EatLove subscribers can create meal plans that meet their exact 
needs. Also, subscribers can plan them weeks in advance, using new or previous 
meal plans and adjust them for each week and changing needs. 

● Delicious food from top chefs and recipe creators: EatLove partners with more 
than 25 recipe contributors, ranging from top chefs like Jonathan Waxman and 
Bobby Flay to leading specialist cookbook authors like Shauna Ahern of Gluten Free 
Girl, Prerna Singh of Indian Simmer, and Leanne Brown of Good and Cheap: Eat 
Well on $4/Day. Every recipe partner enables countless new meal plans of nearly 
limitless variety. EatLove is continuously adding new recipe partners and flavorful 
cuisines. Subscribers can also add their own family favorite recipes to their EatLove 
library with the benefit of full nutrition insights and platform functionality.  

 



	
	

● Powerful proprietary technology: EatLove leverages machine learning, and 
powerful cloud-based computation to create complete meal plans in seconds. Every 
meal plan uses deep analysis of each recipe to assess the time and steps required 
to prepare food, purchase ingredients, and cost and nutritional value across 164 
macro and micronutrients. 

● Ease to use: From meal plans at the click of a button, EatLove builds out the 
optimum plan for preparing and producing those meals. It organizes your family 
schedule so you prepare ingredients once and use them multiple times, including 
‘Sunday Sanity Prep’ to get subscribers set up for the week ahead. Your children will 
have so much fun in the kitchen with you! Every meal plan produces its own grocery 
list, which can be managed to fit the ingredients you already have at home. Families 
save an average of 2 1/2 hours per week by using EatLove’s service to plan weekly 
meals, shop efficiently with a smart grocery list and complete a weekly prep session.   

● Every ingredient counts to reduce food and packaging waste: EatLove meal 
plans are optimized for minimum food and packaging waste, time and costs and 
offers choices for a variety of household budgets. No more single carrots wrapped in 
plastic or travel size bottles of olive oil! Both the environment and wallet benefit. In 
fact, an average EatLove meal plan costs only $3 per person per meal, compared to 
$10-14 for meal kit services. The average recipe on EatLove takes only 27 minutes 
to prepare and offers the highest quality nutrition. 

 
Availability: EatLove tools are web optimized and available on any mobile and desktop 
through a web browser. 
 
Pricing: $99 Annually | $36 for 3 months | $14 Monthly  
 
EatLove Tour: 
The EatLove team is going on a 15-city tour to ask people what dinner-table happiness 
means to them. Follow their tour with #FindYourEatLove or join our events. 

 
 
 



	
	

Part 1 of the Tour  
March 31, 2016 Los Angeles 
April 4, 2016      Lewiston 
April 5, 2016      Boston 
April 6, 2016      New York City 
April 7, 2016      Philadelphia 
April 8, 2016      Philadelphia 
April 11, 2016    DC 
April 12, 2016    Baltimore 
 
More cities to follow! 
 
Our mission:  
EatLove’s mission is to provide an affordable service to families to help them cook 
delicious, nutritious meals while saving money, saving time, and living sustainably. The 
company was created after a healthy-eating pilot study funded by the Kaiser Family 
Foundation and Blue Shield Foundation of California proved how meal planning could 
help families make better, healthier meals easily while reducing stress and supporting 
higher quality family time.  
 
EatLove was built over the last 18 months as a technology platform by a start up team in 
San Francisco with seed investment from a combination of experienced technology 
entrepreneurs and investors. EatLove is led by CEO and founder Monique Nadeau, a 
serial entrepreneur with a background in investment banking and public policy. 
 
For media inquiries, please contact Justina Nguyen.  
E: justina@eatlove.is 
C: 510.396.3166 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 







Content Partners

jus$na@eatlove.is	|	510.396.3166	

EatLove partners with renowned chefs and award-winning cookbook authors
 to build a database of diverse and tested recipes. Here’s just a few!


